
Students Satisfaction Survey on Teaching Learning Process 
2018-19 
 
Student satisfaction survey questioner using Google form was floated  on 8th  April , 
2019 on whatsApp.   
 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe0tgmia4KU8-
fTOMONwNQxFA77TNDqQEEcApCHWvsgVriw0w/viewform?usp=sf_link 
 
Till 3rd of May 2019 received 300 response from all the years of B. Sc. And B. Sc. Home 
science 
 
 

1) Please confirm this is the first and only time you answer this survey. 

       300 responses 
  

 
 

2) How much of the syllabus was covered in the class? 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe0tgmia4KU8-fTOMONwNQxFA77TNDqQEEcApCHWvsgVriw0w/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe0tgmia4KU8-fTOMONwNQxFA77TNDqQEEcApCHWvsgVriw0w/viewform?usp=sf_link


 

 

3) How well did the teachers prepare for the classes? 
 
 

 
 

4) How well were the teachers able to communicate? 

 

 
5) The teachers approach to teaching can be best be described as 

 
 
 



 

6) Fairness of the internal evaluation process by teachers. 

 
  

 

7) Was your performance in assignments discussed with you? 

 
 

8) Dose the institute takes active interest in promoting internship, 
students exchange , field visit opportunities for students. 

 
 
 
 



9) Does teaching and mentoring process in your institution 
facilitates you in cognitive, social and emotional growth 

 
10) Dose the institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and 

grow 

 
 

11) Does teachers inform you about your expected competencies, 
course outcomes and programme outcomes 

 
 
 



12) Does Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned 
task to you? 

 
13) Does the teacher illustrate the concepts through examples and 

applications? 

 
 

14) Does your teachers identify your strengths and encourage you 
with providing right level of challenges. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

15) Does teachers identify your weakness and help you to overcome 
them 



 

 
 

16) Does institution makes efforts to engage students in the 
monitoring, review and continuous quality improvement of the 
teaching learning process. 

 
 

17) Does the institute / teachers use student centric methods such 
as experiential learning, participative learning and problem 
solving methodologies for enhancing learning experiences. 

 
18) Does teachers encourages you to participate in extracurricular 

activities. 



 
19) Does efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft 

skills, life skills and employability skills to make you ready for the 
world of work. 

 
20) What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD 

projectors, Multimedia etc. while teaching. 

 
21) Does the overall quality of teaching- learning process in your 

institute is very good . 



 
Comments/ suggestions by students 
 
 
Good 

No 

No comments 

No comments 

I agree with the institution and teachers will come regularly and they help to learning growth 

Teach on LCD projector, regular lectures, class test 

No 

Teaching should be with more practicle or real life approach. 

There is need to improve teaching quality of chemistry department. 

Firstly learn the word "unity" then teach your student about the word "unity". 

In my institute every teacher's are excellent and very helpful any time for students 

Teachers should discuss the students all over performance with them after the tests . 

Are teaching faculty is very good I don't think there were any suggestions they need improve any thing 

Teachers are very good and experiencefull they always encourage us to do something new and creative 

and not only in study in all like sports and other arts they provide chance to show our talent I like this 

college 

Seriously, consistency, understanding 

Improve project learning 

We must be technologically attached to each other and E learning should be done 

Teachers should use ICT tools while teaching 

.. 

1-To use projector more 

1. In chemistry , teacher should explain the topic properly so that we can understand it. 2. In sem 2 

physical chemistry , half of the portion is not completed. So how can we students study those who don't 

go to classes like me. Not a single chapter is taught to us . I am from F14 batch. 3. Doubt classes must be 

conducted after the completion of course or completion of a chapter by particular teacher. 4. Teachers 

should be ready for clearing all doubts regarding the particular topic. I strongly agree that , microbiology 

and zoology doubts are cleared by the teacher but most of times chemistry doubts are not cleared as 

teacher is not present or teacher don't have time for students. 

The basic thing is to do classes regularly with some good teaching staffs with experience of teaching, & 

main thing is to be give students a freedom about what they do in there perceptives .... 

Teacher should be on time as updated to the students , HOD should sign practical as soon as they can 

since students can do there studies and not reach the college daily only for the signature. 

All teaching learning is very well 

Mam/sir please cover our chemistry syllabus in upcoming semesters 

1)Teacher need to be more interactive class,2) looking for learning,not teaching 3) teachers should may 

teach practically 

Use of LCD projector Field visits Practical learning 

I observed that teacher is regularly come to lecture but only few students attend the lecture so the teacher 

become discouraged and they were not teaching properly. So that I will suggest that should be teaching 

properly. 

Take extra revision of atleast some syllabus 

They should be more presentable and should be punctual 

Use LCD protector,ICT tools,multimedia. 

Freely teach in student Overall concept are some students clear & other students was daut are not clear 

this think are notices in teacher Overall good teaching in my institude 



Everything is very good. 

1)Teaching on projectors may help us. 2)Laboratory instrument may be more and better. 3)Timing for the 

praticales may be imporoved and we'll manage.  

Suggestions : 1. There must be regular and complusory classes for all in every subject. 2. Whatever they 

are teaching ,must have to take regular tests on it. 3. Attendance for every student and it must be taken in 

every lecture daily without fail. 

Every thing is good so no suggestion 

More effective learning 

Please promote the students for the internships and other skill development programmes 

the way teaching should be changed..like morever teachers translates the topics they dont explain it and 

some give notes ..so we ourself can have it ..one more thing is teachers should be active and well known 

to the topic they teach 

1)Teacher should give the internal marks according to the students performance and ability. 2) The 

classes should be proper according to the time table so that student can attend the classes regularly. 

Lecture complete regularly 

Nothing 

All is well and good 

1.The environment of class should be clean,if rooms are clean then its good to study. 2.The lectures 

should be on time,it should not be taken in other lectures. 

By using more effective tools of ICT for improving the level of understanding making more simplicity to 

understand the syllabus. 

The learning process is too good. I love all the teachers and their teaching and their encouragement also. 

1.single teacher is for single subject preparation 2.study with observation bodies 3.student teacher 

intraction meeting are there that help alot 

Chemistry lectures should be regurly conducted because we really them. Other lectures are properly held. 

We want extra practice of the subject 

Improve learning skills 

They should improve the facilities to give books in laberary. 

Teacher teach to students as student level, because in class room students have different mind levels 

and teach the students mostly with taking examples. 

Take more class test for practice 

Learning process is good. 

Teachers are too good. Very encouraging, learning process is excellent. 

Use of multimedia is more effective while teaching 

LCD projector learning, Teacher should identify strengths and weakness of students. 

1. Use of multimedia for teaching. 2. To have more communication with students. 3. Explaining the topics 

with examples around as so students can get the topic thouroghly. 

Teachers have been good 

No suggestion 

All should come on time 

Some what laboratory 

No suggestions 

the methods are not so good teachers cant explain the topic clearly to the students 

The communication should be good The way of teaching should be modified  

Use of ICT tools should be increase while teaching 

No I am satisfied 

ICT tools should be used for teaching so that we will save our time and further used this time for other 

activities and to solve the doughts of students in class because it get reviced to all students and not single 

student get personal suggestions from teachers,so it must be necessary.. 

Good 

The classroom live very dirty so plz clean it very well, use projecter for teaching😊 

1 try to do very streectly teaching to students 

1.Lack of Quality Teachers. Very few teachers are good in teaching. 2. Institute must have Practical 

oriented teaching, which is lagging in our college. 3.Practicals of only few subjects are conducted under 

Teachers supervision, not for all subjects. 4. University and colleges must visit the reputed Universities or 

Colleges to improve Teaching-Learning process and to adapt their syllabus. 5. There is shortage of 

apparatus or devices which are necessary for practical. 

improvement in ICT tools for better understanding 

Hod of department should also take lectures ocassionally 

Teachers should explain every concept in the easy language .They should talk with students and 

understand their point of view and problems. 

There should be an experienced teachers Need improvement in College interior  

Need of experienced teacher staff Need improvement in college interior 

1. Need of experience faculty to teach 2.Give H.O.D for practical as well  

Teachers don't even know how to teach students good teachers should be appointed. 



Mathematics lectures should be regularly arranged. 

Teachers should be polite... And should not compare students.... Also they should pe punctual in the 

class.. 

Take continue lecture and must be covered all semester syllabus in clg 

Time management 

Teacher faculty is not available for statestic department 

Teachers should understand the student point of view 

Sir fees for general categories very high how can a poor student efforts......  

Teacher should have proper experience ,active n should take the initiative...they should encourage the 

people not discourage the people 

No need to improve all are best 

teachers need to learn how to communicate with student. They should not insult instead they should play 

educational game to improve the quality of students 

Use e learning method for teaching. 

Use e learning method for teaching 

There is no need to improved. 

Improving teaching staff 

It was good 

no suggestion 

1) lectures must be regular of all subjects. 

Help students to get ready for the world of work 

To a great extent 

Help students problem in study to understand 

Not required any improvement everything thing is good. 

Keep campus and classroom clean  

 

Teaching staff are very good, daily classes are do well 

1.regular lectures 2.attendece compalsary 3.experience teacher is provide 

 

 

 

1. Institue try to arrange eductional tour for good learning. 

 

No suggestion 

Teachers should find the skills in students and make them to grow up...  

 

 

 

 

ICT instrument nit available 

ICT tools required 
Workshops should be arranged 

 

 

Good 

Mathematics lecture should be taken by mathematics department for computer science students 

 

Sometimes student find difficulty in the concept. The learning should be conceptual based and not 
examination based. Syllabus difficulty level increases as semester changes. The chalk and duster 
method of teaching is best rather than ICT tools as student get more interacted with teacher in this 
technique. It would be absolutely best option to provide notes prepared by the particular subject teacher 
itself to get the concepts more and more clear. 

 

1. Use e learning method 
2. Explain syllabus concept used in daily life used. 



 

 

 

1)should cover syllabus of students 
2) It was great experience to work in workshop of physics.should arrange it for students of every 
semester. 

some corection should be maintain 

1)Free canting for student. 
2) Regularly there should be break to play pubg (1-2) hr. 
3) need to improve sport department. 

1. Regular classes 
2. Teachers have to give their time for students 
3. A friend like relationship is necessary between teacher and student 

Took regular classes of all subject 
Teacher staff should be experience 

 

Good teaching , practicals are regular 

Excellent., excellent excellent 

No comments I would like to share this after my results surely! ☺✌ 

  

 

 


